Abstract. To enable effective interorganisational collaborations, process providers have to disclose relevant parts of their local business processes in public process views. A public process view has to be consistent with the underlying private process. Local business processes are typically supported by transactions, which ensure a robust and reliable execution. Process views currently do not support the specification of transactional properties. This paper introduces transactional process views and studies how they can be constructed from an internal business process that is annotated with a transactional specification. This way, we provide a well-structured approach to obtain robust and reliable process behaviour at the public external level, thus facilitating trustworthy, fine-grained collaboration between organisations. We consider various transactional models. The feasibility of the approach is shown by means of a case study.
Introduction
Due to complex markets, organisations more and more collaborate in dynamic business networks to deliver a requested service or product [18] . To enable an effective collaboration, partners in such a business network have to interconnect their local business processes, such that an inter-organisational business process emerges that is specific to the business network. Since business networks are highly dynamic and change frequently [9] , partners are often not willing to fully disclose their local business processes. Moreover, not all details of the local business process are relevant for other partners in the network. Yet an efficient collaboration requires that relevant parts are disclosed.
Public process views have been proposed as means to coordinate and monitor the execution of local, private business processes that are part of a global business network process [3, 5, 16] . A public process view can hide and omit private or irrelevant details of an an internal business process and this way acts as a filter between the internal, private business process and the global business network. Several approaches have been proposed to construct a public process view from a private business process, e.g. [3, 5, 16, 27, 35] .
Local business process typically use transactions to ensure that they are executed in a robust and reliable way [15, 31] . We call such processes transactional processes or transactional workflows [10] . Clearly, the use of transactions in an internal level process impacts process views generated for that process: transactional features realised by the internal process can be offered in a public process view to provide increased levels of reliability to business partners. For instance, an organisation can offer the same process view with different levels of transactional support at different prices. Conversely, the process provider has to ensure that transactional properties specified for a process view are indeed realisable by the underlying internal transactional process. Existing approaches for constructing process views from internal processes, e.g. [3, 5, 16, 27, 35] , do not consider transactions and therefore ignore consistency between a public process view and an internal business process from a transactional point of view.
In this paper, we propose the notion of a transactional process view , which specifies not only the ordering of public activities but also the offered transactional semantics of different parts of the process. We outline an approach to construct a transactional process view from an internal process model and a transaction specification. The approach extends an existing approach for constructing non-transactional process views from internal block-structured process models [5] . However, the underlying principles can be applied to any of the alternative approaches for constructing non-transactional process views that we discuss in Section 7.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces transactional process views by means of an example that is used throughout the paper. Section 3 introduces the various transaction models we consider. Section 4 defines transactional process models, which are process models annotated with transactional properties. We use transactional process models for specifying both process views and private processes. Section 5 discusses how aggregation and customisation can be used to construct a transactional process view for an internal transactional process. We focus especially on how transactional properties of the underlying internal process propagate to the public process view. Section 6 presents a case study of an inter-organisational transactional process from the domain of healthcare. Section 7 discusses related work while Section 8 wraps up with conclusions and further work.
Overview
By means of an extended example we present an overview of transactional process views. Figure 1 shows the internal business process of a travel agency, in which a client books a trip. The notation is explained in detail in Section 4. In the sales subprocess, the client first selects in parallel a hotel, transport (e.g. flight), and car. Next, the costs are calculated. After the sales subprocess, the client can either cancel the booking or continue by finalising the booking. In parallel, the travel agency prepares the documents and the client receives an invoice and pays. These last two steps are repeated if the client does not pay within a certain time frame. Next, the travel agency sends the documents.
To ensure a reliable execution, a transaction can be used to realise an activity. In Figure 1 , activities are annotated with their transactional semantics. The figure implicitly specifies a layering of transactions that is visualised as a tree in Figure 2 . The overall process is a chained transaction (CT) which contains two safepoint activities (indicated with shadows): Prepare documents and Receive payment. A rollback of a chained transaction stops just after the last reached safepoint activities (see Section 3), so in case the chained transaction is rolled back after Send docs has been performed, only Send docs needs to be performed again. Note that the chained transaction also includes the subprocess Backoffice, but this has no separate transactional semantics, so chained transactions can cross the boundaries of subactivities. The Sales subprocess is executed as a nested transaction (NT) in which activity Select car is non-critical (NC): if it fails, the Sales transaction can still complete successfully. The other activities in Sales are critical. There are four flat (FT) transactions, which satisfy the wellknown ACID properties [7] . More explanation on the different transaction models is presented in Section 3. Figure 3 presents a possible process view for the process in Fig. 1 . The process view has been constructed by aggregating two independent parts of the original process. The aggregated parts are shown in the lower half of the figure; each part is linked to a new activity in the process view that hides the activities being aggregated. The remaining activities in the process view like Calculate are realised by private activities that are not shown in the figure. A process view is constructed in a customised way based on input of the process provider [5] . The process provider indicates which activities in the private process must be aggregated, such that their details will be hidden in the process view (dotted activities in Fig. 1 activities have to be included in the aggregate to comply with the consistency rules between process view and internal process [5] ; in Fig. 1 these are the nondotted activities contained inside the private aggregates. In Section 5 we explain in more detail different aspects of the construction of the transactional process view in Fig. 3 .
Transactions
We first discuss the three transactional models we consider in this paper. Next, we explain how they can be combined by layering them.
Transaction Models
In the paper we consider three mainstream transaction models. An elaborate introduction to transactional models can be found elsewhere [7, 31] .
A flat transaction satisfies the ACID properties. This means that the transaction is guaranteed to execute in its entirety or not at all and that the outcome of operations performed within a flat transaction is the same as if these operations would be performed in a sequence.
A nested transaction is composed of sub-transactions in a hierarchical manner. A sub-transaction can be divided into further sub-transactions if necessary, but only the leaf-level sub-transactions really perform database operations while others function as coordinators. A complete nested transaction satisfies the ACID properties. Since sub-transactions within nested transactions in general share data, isolation is relaxed within a nested transaction.
A nested transaction can contain non-critical sub-transactions. A non-critical sub-transaction does not need to complete successfully in order for the nested transaction to successfully complete. A chained transaction is a long running transaction, for instance a saga [6] , that is decomposed into small sub-transactions whose effects can be undone by executing compensating actions. A chained transaction can specify arbitrarily complex behaviour, including sequence, choice, parallelism, and loops (cf. the chained transaction Travel booking in Fig. 1 which contains the choice behaviour of subprocess Backoffice).
Certain sub-transactions inside a chained transaction can be marked as safepoints [11] . Executing a safepoint sub-transaction produces a stable, consistent state of the chained transaction. When a chained transaction is rolled back by executing compensating actions, the rollback stops at the last reached stable state, so the state resulting after executing the last safepoints [11] . To simplify the exposition, we do not consider the specification of compensation actions in the sequel but they can be included without any problem.
Layered Transactions
Different types of transactions can be combined by layering them. In that case, the transaction at a top layer coordinates the transactions at the lower layers. For instance, in the WIDE project [12] a transactional workflow model was developed in which an activity that specifies a chained transaction can contain a subactivity that specifies a nested transaction. In that case, the chained transaction coordinates the nested transaction.
However, not every possible layering is meaningful. A flat transaction cannot coordinate any other type of transaction. A nested transaction can only coordinate nested or flat transactions. A chained transaction can coordinate a flat, chained or nested transaction. Table 1 lists allowed layerings [31] . Other combinations can still be meaningful, but typically require new forms of transaction management that to the best of our knowledge have not been addressed in the literature. Therefore we do not consider these here.
Transactional Process Models
We introduce transactional process models, which are process models in which activities are annotated with transactional properties. A transactional annotation specifies the transactional semantics of the activity, based on the transactional models introduced in the previous section. Not every annotation is meaningful, however, so we also present constraints that rule out inappropriate annotations.
Definition
A transactional process model [10] specifies how a given set A of activities are ordered. Activities can be compound, so contain other activities. The used ordering constructs are sequence, choice, parallelism, and loops. Compound activities resemble sub-processes. Non-compound activities are called atomic. In Fig. 1 , for instance Sales is a compound activity while Select hotel is atomic.
Activities can have transactional properties. For this paper, each activity can be annotated with one transaction model, provided the activity type matches the transaction characteristics. For instance, a flat transaction only matches atomic activities, while a chained transaction only matches compound activities. After presenting the formal definition of transactional process models, we formalise the consistency constraints that rule out inappropriate annotations.
Let P denote the set of all structured process models and let T the set of transaction models. A structured transactional process model P ∈ P is a tuple (A, child, type, succ, transT ype, noncritical, saf epoint) where:
-A is a set of activities, -child : A × A is a predicate that defines the hierarchy relation between activities. We have child(a, a ) if and only if a is a child (subactivity) of a .
-type : A → {SEQ, P AR, XOR, LOOP, BASIC} is a function that assigns
to each activity its type. Type SEQ indicates that all children of the activity execute in sequence, P AR that they execute in parallel, XOR that one of them is executed at a time, and LOOP that the children execute zero or more times. We require that each SEQ, XOR, and P AR node has more than one child and that each LOOP node has only a single child, which is no LOOP node. An activity has type BASIC if and only if it is a leaf in the tree, i.e. it has no children. -succ : A → A is partial function that specifies for each child node of a SEQ node its successor. We require that if (x, y) ∈ succ, then they share the same parent z, so child(x, z) and child(y, z). -transT ype : A → T a function that assigns an activity with its transaction model semantics. For this paper, we let T = {F T, CT, NT }, where transaction type F T stands for the flat (ACID) transaction model, CT for the chained transaction model, and N T for nested transaction model. -noncritical ⊆ A is a set of activities that are not critical, i.e. they can fail without jeopardising the successful completion of other activities. Noncritical activities are only used within nested transactions. -saf epoint ⊆ A is a set of activities that are safepoints, i.e., the state of the process is saved and can be recovered. Safepoints are only used within chained transactions.
We use an auxiliary function children : A → P(A) that defines for each activity its set of child activities. For a leaf activity, this set is empty. The definition of children makes use of predicate child:
If c ∈ children(n), activity n is parent of c, written parent(c). By children + and children * we denote the irreflexive-transitive closure and reflexive-transitive closure of children, respectively. So children
, we say that n is a descendant of n and that n is an ancestor of n. Note that each activity is ancestor and descendant of itself.
To ensure that the child predicate indeed arranges activities in a hierarchy represented by a tree structure, we require that each activity has one parent, except one activity r, which has no parent. Next, we require that r is ancestor of every activity in A. These constraints ensure that activity are structured in a tree with root r. Leaves of the tree are the BASIC activities. Internal activities have type SEQ, P AR, XOR, or LOOP .
Notation. We show structured process models graphically, using a variant of the UML activity diagram notation [28] . We explain the notation using the diagram in Fig. 1 . In the diagram, containment indicates hierarchy; for instance, activity Select car is child of activity Select. Sequential activities have an incoming and outgoing arrow crossing their border, whereas choice and parallel activities have a diamond and bar, respectively, on their border. Within a sequence activity, the ordering relation is specified by means of arrows. Loop activities have no dedicated symbol, but are indicated by drawing a self-edge for the unique child of the loop activity. Safepoints are indicate with shadows. The bold annotations are transactional properties (types), introduced in the previous subsection.
Auxiliary functions.
To define the construction of process views in Section 5, we will make use of some auxiliary functions on the syntax of structured process models [5] . For a set X of activities, the least common ancestor (lca) of X, denoted lca(X) is the activity x such that x is ancestor of each activity in X, and every other activity y that is ancestor of each activity in X, is ancestor of x:
, and -For every y ∈ A such that X ⊆ children * (y), we have that x ∈ children * (y).
Since activities are arranged in a tree, every set of activities has a unique least common ancestor. For example, in Fig. 1 the lca of Select trans. and Select car is Select, whereas the lca of Cancel and Book is Backoffice. Note that the lca of a single activity is the activity itself, i.e. lca({x}) = x. The before relation < denotes temporal ordering. Given two activities a, a ∈ A, we have a before a , written a < a , if and only if -activity l = lca({a, a }) has type SEQ, and -for the children c a , c a of l such that a is descendant of c a and a is descendant of c a , we have that c a is a successor of c a so c a succ * c a .
For example, in Fig. 1 we have Book < Prepare documents.
Transaction Type Constraints
A process model P uses a function transT ype that labels each activity with a transaction type. However, not every labelling is meaningful, since a transaction type has to match the kind of activity. We specify next some consistency constraints that rule out inappropriate labellings.
First we introduce an auxiliary definition. The scope of an activity a, denoted scope(a), is the most nested activity that is strict ancestor of a, so scope(a) = a, and that has a transactional type. For instance, in Fig. 1 the scope of Select car is Select whereas the scope of Book is Backoffice.
Let a ∈ A be an activity from P . The following constraints are valid for a: 
Aggregation and Customisation
First, we discuss how transactional aggregates are constructed for transactional process views, by extending an earlier defined aggregation procedure for nontransactional process views [5] . Next, we focus on deriving the right transactional properties in the process views for the constructed transactional aggregates. This way, we can define the proper derivation of a transactional process view from a transactional process. Finally, we outline how aggregated transactional process view can be customised by hiding activities from the process view [5] .
Constructing Transactional Aggregates
An aggregate agg is a set of activities from the process model that is represented in the process view by a single activity a agg , i.e. activity a agg hides the activities contained in the aggregate agg. Activity a agg is atomic and has no child activities in the process view. Therefore, its transactional type can neither be chained (CT ) nor nested (N T ).
In the approach of [5] for constructing non-transactional process views, the user must specify which set of activities have to be aggregated. However, the aggregate might need to contain some additional activities as well, in order to get a process view that is consistent with the underlying process model. The view and the process model are consistent if the orderings of the underlying process model are respected by the view and no additional orderings are introduced in the view. We have defined declarative rules and an equivalent operational algorithm for constructing a minimal aggregate set for an input set of activities, such that the resulting process view is consistent with the underlying process [5] .
In a transactional process view, activity a agg may hide transactional activities. In that case, the transaction type of a agg becomes flat (F T ). There are two specific cases. The first case is that the aggregate agg equals a chained or nested transaction x with all its descendants, so agg = children * (x) and either transT ype(x) = CT or transT ype = N T . Predicate completeCompound captures formally when agg hides a complete chained or nested transaction:
In that case a agg hides the complete chained or nested transaction and a agg becomes a flat transaction.
In the second case, aggregate agg contains only flat transactions, so predicate completeF T (agg) is true, where
Since agg only contains flat transactions, a agg becomes a flat transaction as well.
In all other cases, the transaction type of a agg is undefined. For instance, activity Select in Fig. 3 has an undefined transaction type, since the corresponding aggregate contains only part of the nested transaction Sales, while Finalise booking has transaction type F T since the corresponding aggregate contains only flat transactions.
We formalise these rules to determine the transaction type of a new activity in the process view, by defining partial function getT T (a, agg), which expects an activity a that represents an aggregate agg (set of activities) and returns the transaction type of a, if defined:
Properties of Transactional Aggregates
Let a agg be a new activity in the process view that hides an aggregate set agg of activities of the underlying internal process. If a agg is in the scope of a nested or chained transaction, then a agg can have special transactional properties; for instance a agg can become a safepoint if its scope is a chained transaction. In this subsection, we study how these transactional properties for a agg are derived from the underlying aggregate.
First, we lift the notion of scope to sets of activities. The scope of a set of activities X is the most nested activity a that contains all activities in X and that has a transactional type.
Nested Transactions: Dealing with Non-critical Activities. Consider an aggregate agg whose scope is a nested transaction. If agg contains non-criticial activities, then a agg is non-critical if and only if all aggregated activities are non-critical. In that case, if all aggregated activities fail at the private level, the aggregate can fail at the public level and the nested transaction can still complete successfully. In all other cases, an aggregated activity in agg can fail that is critical. Then the abstract activity a agg and the nested transaction have to fail as well. In the process view in Fig. 3 activity Select is critical since the corresponding aggregate contains critical activities Select hotel and Select trans.
Chained Transactions: Dealing with Safepoints. Consider an aggregate agg whose scope is a chained transaction, so a agg is in the scope of the chained transaction in the process view. Some activities in the aggregate can be safepoints. Now the question is whether a agg should become a safepoint in the process view. If safepoints in agg are not present in the process view, an inconsistency between process view and private process can arise if a rollback is performed for a agg . Then a agg in the process view is completely rolled back, but in the private process the rollback stops already at the last reached safepoints. Clearly, then there is an inconsistency between the execution state of the process view and the state of internal underlying process.
To avoid these inconsistencies, we require that an aggregate agg is only a safepoint if and only if all "last" activities it contains are safepoints, where "last" means that a is not followed by other activities in the aggregate, and in addition all safepoints it contains are last, so the aggregate does not contain intermediate safepoints that are followed by other safepoints. If the aggregate would contain intermediate safepoints, an inconsistency could arise between the state of the transactional process view and the state of the underlying transactional process, as explained above.
Formally, an activity a in an aggregate agg is last if and only if it has no successor activity in the set of aggregated activities:
Predicate lastSP is true if and only if all last activities in the aggregate agg are safepoints and all safepoints are last activities.
lastSP (agg) ⇔ for all a ∈ agg : last(a, agg) ⇔ a ∈ saf epoint
The aggregate in Fig. 3 that corresponds to Finalise booking satisfies lastSP .
It may well be that the aggregation procedure described in [5] constructs an aggregate that does contain intermediate safepoints, which is undesirable. To address such cases, the aggregation procedure can be changed by returning multiple subaggregates and letting safepoints determine the boundary of each subaggregate. The union of the returned subaggregates then comprises the complete aggregate. In each subaggregate, safepoints are the last activities. This is only feasible if the subaggregates are ordered sequentially. For instance, consider a process that consists of a sequence of activities A, B, C, D, E, and let C and E be safepoints. If B and D have to aggregated, the aggregation procedure of [5] constructs an aggregate containing B, C and D. The changed aggregation procedure could return one subaggregate for B and C, and one for D and E, and the activities representing both subaggregates in the process view become safepoints. Due to space limitations, we do not further elaborate such an extension of the aggregation algorithm.
Generating Transactional Process Views with Aggregates
Above, we have outlined how transactional properties of aggregated activities at the internal level propagate to the activities in the process view that represent the aggregated activities. Now we define a function gen : (P × A) → P that generates from a given structured process model and an aggregate the resulting transactional process view, which is again a structured process model. If there are multiple aggregates, the function can be repeatedly applied. The function extends an earlier defined function for generating non-transactional process views [5] with transactional elements.
If agg is the constructed aggregate for process model P with activity set A, so agg ⊆ A, then the process model P = gen(P, agg) is constructed by replacing agg with a new activity a agg ∈ A that does not get any children in the process view P . Now the problem is that the new activity a agg needs to be attached as child to some activity A \ agg, i.e., some activity l ∈ A \ agg has to act as parent of a agg in the process view P . Let l be the lowest activity in A \ agg that is ancestor (in P ) of all activities in agg. The construction procedure in [5] ensures that activity l exists and is unique. Therefore, l can be the unique parent of a agg in P .
Formally, P = (A , child , type , succ , transT ype , noncritical , safepoint ) where
The definition of transT ype makes use of function getT T that identifies the transaction type of a agg based on the transactional properties of agg; see Section 5.1.
Customisation
The consumer for which the process provider will execute its process can create a customised process view that only contains the "relevant" activities, where a process consumer can determine himself which activities are relevant [5] . All the other activities are "noise" that should be filtered.
To create a customised process view, the process consumer first selects the relevant activities that have to be in the view. Next, all unselected activities are replaced with internal activities, which are executed at the private level but invisible at the public process view level. Each internal activity gets label τ , so internal activities cannot be distinguished from each other from the consumer point of view. Therefore, they can be grouped as much as possible. For instance, a sequence of internal activities is grouped into a single internal activity [5] .
Let P be an (aggregated) process view and let I be a set of activities from P that the consumer wishes to monitor in the customised process view P = (A , child , type , succ , transT ype , noncritical , safepoint ). The non-transactional elements of the tuple, i.e. A , child , type and succ , have been defined in our previous work [5] . We define the transactional elements of the tuple by keeping only the transactional properties related to activities in I:
Since a τ action is hidden, we assume its transactional properties are hidden too. For instance, if in the customisation process safepoint activities are relabelled τ , they are no longer safepoints in the customised view: the safepoint information is simply invisible at the public level, though the safepoint still exists at the private level. By similar reasoning, if non-critical activities in the scope of a nested transaction become non-critical, the non-critical activities are lost in the customised view.
Case Study
As a case study, we have applied the approach to an inter-organisational business process from the healthcare domain. Processes in the healthcare domain are often very complex. They contain numerous subprocesses and activities covering multiple departments in a hospital and/or hospitals and/or other organisations. As healthcare processes deal with patients, reliability of such processes is even more important than it is in many other complex business processes. Using transactional process views, quality aspects of process execution such as reliability aspects can be captured and monitored.
The case study is based on a teleradiology process for the acquisition and interpretation of medical scans of patients (see Fig. 4 ). The process has been designed in close collaboration with an industrial partner [30] that can offer technology support for certain parts of this process. The complete process is offered by for instance the radiology department of a hospital or by a specialised radiology clinic.
A process designer at the process provider side (e.g. a specialised radiology clinic) has designed the internal process specification shown in Fig. 4 . The process starts by scheduling the patient. A patient can reschedule the appointments if necessary. At the scheduled time, the required scans are acquired (Scan acquisition), after which an interpretation report is created and distributed to the client (Reporting). The process ends after billing and business intelligence have been performed (Wrap up). The process results in a report that a medical specialist, who ordered the scan, can use to base his diagnosis and treatment on. An extensive description of the process is provided elsewhere [30] .
The provider can be a specialised radiology clinic that wishes to hide certain parts of the internal process for business reasons. First, the provider wishes to aggregate the first part of the Reporting subprocess into a new activity Scan & report in Fig. 5 . Note that Reporting and its subactivities are part of the top-level chained transaction. The generation of a report is safepoint at the internal level that is propagated to the process view. If for instance the compound transaction is rolled back immediately after executing Notify & distribute, the internal process rolls back to the state reached after Create Report which is consistent with the state in the process view reached after completing Scan & report, so the resulting state in the internal process is consistent with the resulting state in the transactional process view.
Since billing and business intelligence are private parts of the underlying process, the provider also aggregates these two activities into activity Wrap up in the process view. Activity Wrap up in Fig. 5 is a flat transaction in the process view, since it has no children and the underlying aggregate contains the complete nested transaction for compound activity Wrap up in Fig. 4 .
Note that many other process views can be constructed for the process in Fig. 4 . For instance, if the consumer is only interested in reporting and billing, a customised process view can be created in which all activities related to patient scheduling, preparation and scanning are hidden by having them grouped inside a single internal activity. Due to space limitations, this process view is not shown.
Related Work
Process views have originally been proposed for use in an inter-organisational context. One of the earliest works is by Liu and Shen [16] , who focus on deriving a non-transactional process view from a given structured process definition in the context of collaborative processes that operate within virtual enterprises. Such processes span the boundaries of multiple organisations. Process views are used to align the collaborative process with the local private business processes.
Chiu et al. [4] use non-transactional process views to support interoperability of multiple workflows across organisations. They present a meta model and an interoperation model for workflow views, consisting of communication scenarios between these views, and a set of interoperation parameters. They show how the approach can be realised using web services and XML technology, but they do not consider the use of transactions.
Next, there are approaches that use views for enabling inter-organisational workflow cooperation [3, 26, 27, 34, 36] . The approach of Chebbi et al. [3] consists of three main steps: workflow advertisement, workflow interconnection, and workflow cooperation. The main focus of the paper is on the second step. They present reduction rules to derive from an internal process model an abstract process model which only contains tasks that cooperate with partner workflows outside the organisation. On this public process, partner-specific views can be defined that are linked with an access contract. Related to this work, Tahamtan and Eder [26, 27] focus on the construction of process views in the context of federated choreographies. Zhao et al. [34, 36] use visibility constraints on internal process models to derive partner-specific workflow views. Each partner can combine the workflow views of its partner with its internal process into what Zhao et al. call a relative workflow model. Next, they discuss how an organisation can use a relative workflow model to track the progress of its indirect partners, e.g. how a consumer can track the progress of the process of the provider of the provider. None of these works combines process views with transactions.
Ye et al. [33] study the analysis of atomicity properties for a set of interacting public process views that use atomicity spheres [13, 24] . Part of the approach considers the use of axioms from process algebra to construct a public process view from a private process while preserving atomicity. However, the constructed process view is fixed: its construction cannot be influenced by a user, whereas the transactional process views generated in this paper are constructed based on user input, specifying which activities are to be aggregated or omitted. Atomicity spheres can be easily incorporated in the formalisation of transactional process models. However, some atomicity spheres are incorrect, since they do not terminate properly. The transactional process models defined in this paper are by construction correct. Incorporating atomicity spheres means we have to introduce the concept of incorrect process view, which considerably complicates the approach.
Schulz and Orlowska [25] focus on architectural support for workflow (process) views. They look into possible interactions that can occur between workflow views and between workflow views and private workflows. Next, they analyze how such interactions can be supported by describing different ways of coupling workflow views and private workflows. Finally, they define a cross-organisational workflow architecture that supports the execution of workflow views. However, they do not consider the use of transactions.
Some existing industrial standards, notably WS-BPEL [1] and BPMN [32] , distinguish between an abstract (public) and a concrete (private) process. The abstract process is a nondeterministic protocol describing possible interactions, whereas a concrete process is actually executable by a process engine. This distinction between abstract and concrete process is similar to the one made in this paper between a process view and its underlying internal process. Unlike our approach, these standards do not define any consistency constraints between these different process levels, nor do they address customisation.
Some researchers have studied process views in the context of WS-BPEL [1] . König et al. [14] propose a new WS-BPEL profile for easy checking of compatibility between an abstract BPEL process and an executable BPEL process. The profile uses consistency rules that enforce compatibitily. Zhao et al. [35] discuss the construction and implementation of process views in WS-BPEL. They develop a framework to support different abstraction and concretisation operators for WS-BPEL processes. The process view transformation is under supervision of a set of rules on structural consistency and validity.
Though WS-BPEL does not provide transactional mechanisms, it is complemented by standards like WS-Coordination [21] and WS-Transaction [20] that do provide transactional mechanisms. For an elaborate overview of these different web service transaction standards we refer to Wang et al. [31] . We are unaware of any research in which these web service transaction standards are used in combination with WS-BPEL abstract processes.
Process views are also used in intra-organisational business process management to generate user-specific process views. Liu and Shen [17] discuss the construction of personalised process views, that are specific to a organisational user (actor) of the process, based on relationships among tasks and roles that are specified in role-based access control systems. Bobrik et al. [2] also study the creation of such personalised views. They identify parameterisable operations that can be flexibly composed in order to reduce or aggregate process information in the desired way, based on the specific needs of the respective target application. However, small inconsistencies are tolerated in favour of a more adequate visualisation. Motahari [19] et al. focus on the use of process views to abstract and visualise process executions that are captured in process logs. Also in all these approaches, transactions are not considered.
Several researchers have proposed combinations of workflow management or business process management and transaction technology [8, 10, 24] . The focus of these works is on the interaction of process management technology and transaction management technology. However, these works do not consider the use and construction of transactional process views. For instance, in the CrossFlow project [8, 29] , cross-organisational processes with transactional semantics are defined on the external level, which resembles with process views. But the relation between external level and internal level is not explicitly defined: external level models are created ad-hoc and there is no consistency relation between an internal level and an external level process in CrossFlow. This paper complements the work done in CrossFlow by defining a structured and systematic approach for constructing transactional process views that are consistent with the underlying transactional processes.
Conclusion
We have introduced a well-structured approach that allows a process provider to construct a transactional process view from a transactional process model. In defining transactional process models, we have considered the mainstream transactional models, including nested transactions and chained transactions, but the approach can be easily extended to other transaction models with a comparable complexity. Using the approach, process views can be constructed in a flexible way, since the actual process view that is generated is driven by input of the process consumer and provider about the activities that need to be hidden or omitted. Using this construction approach, it is possible to specify robust and reliable process behaviour at the public external level.
In today's business, dynamic cooperations between autonomous organisations becomes increasingly important. In the past, organisations cooperated with each other in rather static networks with a long life span. To comply with current market settings, however, organisations have to shift their priority to flexibility and ability to change if they want to survive [22] . As a consequence, dynamic cooperation between organisations is often required to meet market demands [9] . Collaborations have a short lifespan and are increasingly with a lot of different business partners with different levels of trust. By using transaction management technology in combination with process management technology, organisations can collaborate with each other in a trustworthy yet fine-grained way. Our approach can aid in establishing such dynamic yet trustworthy collaborations in an efficient way.
There are several directions for further work. First, the approach can be extended to deal with process models that are not block-structured. However, we expect this complicates the integration with transactions, since process models that are not block-structured can easily contain modelling errors that lead to deadlocks at run time. Next, we plan to investigate technology to support the run-time execution of transactional process views. Various proposals for combining transaction and process management have been made [23, 24] that can be used as starting point.
